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Abstract: The current study is focused on the development of highly stable drug nanocarriers
by encapsulating losartan potassium (LSR) into an amphiphilic biocompatible poly(2-methyl-2-
oxazoline)-grad-poly(2-phenyl-2-oxazoline) (PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28) gradient copolymer (GC).
Based on dynamic light scattering (DLS), the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 (where the subscripts denote
%wt composition of the components) GC formed micelles and aggregates of 13 nm and 96 nm in
aqueous milieu. The presence of hydrophobic LSR molecules altered the structural characteristics
of the GC, modulating the organization of the polymeric components and revealing the formation
of hyper micellar nanostructures in addition to micelles. The 2D-NOESY experiments evidenced
intermolecular interactions between the phenyl ring of LSR with the phenyl group of PPhOxz
and eminent correlations between the butyl chain of LSR with the phenyl group of PPhOxz and
methylene group of PMeOxz, respectively. Additionally, NMR studies as a function of temperature
demonstrated that the presence of hydrophilic PMeOxz segments in the gradient core of PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies induced an increased fluidity of the core matrix, especially upon
heating, thus causing water penetration, resulting in increased proton mobility. Lastly, the ultrasound
release profile of LSR signified that a great amount of the encapsulated LSR is tightly bound to the
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies.

Keywords: amphiphilic gradient copolymers; polymeric nanocarriers; drug delivery systems; thin
film hydration method; drug encapsulation; drug release profile; drug–polymer intermolecular inter-
actions

1. Introduction

The progress of drug delivery technology has created a rich landscape of enterprising
and promising polymer-based candidates for the demanding treatment of critical dis-
eases [1,2]. Amphiphilic block copolymers (AmBCs) are now ubiquitous in drug delivery
formulations, endowing drugs with favorable properties [3], such as water solubilization,
enhanced stability and systemic circulation, increased uptake rate of target cells/tissues,
reduced enzyme degradation and controlled release of the drug [4,5].

Amphiphilic gradient or pseudo-diblock copolymers (AmGCs) have revitalized the
research in biomedical and pharmaceutical science, due to their distinctive molecular chain
structure. The monomer composition of AmGCs varies gradually along molecular chains,
unlike AmBCs, which have an abrupt change in monomer composition [6]. Commonly, the
gradient copolymers (GCs) are synthesized by either living cationic polymerization [7,8] or
controlled living radical polymerization such as nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization
(NMP) [9–11], atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [12,13] or reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) [14–16].
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AmGCs self-assemble into various aggregates in solutions under appropriate condi-
tions, often exhibiting different structures and structural transitions compared to block
copolymers (BCs) due to their special monomer arrangement within the polymer chain [17].
The micellization behavior of GCs can be triggered by temperature [15,16], pH [10] or
solvent composition changes [18], similar to BCs. The level of GCs’ micellization is lower
compared to BCs with the same composition, due to the shorter effective length of solvo-
phobic blocks [19]. Specifically, some of the solvophilic units may be integrated in the core
while some solvophobic units may be distributed in the corona. Thus, GCs usually possess
greater solubility than the corresponding BCs [18,20,21], slower micellization process [22]
and a lower value of the aggregation number [19,23], reflecting a smaller size according to
DLS [24].

Poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx) have been devised by researchers as the next generation
of polymer therapeutics, meeting the criteria of biocompatibility, high modulation of
solubility, size variation, architecture and chemical functionality [25]. A broad range of POx
structures with variable chemical and physical features is produced by living cationic ring-
opening polymerization (CROP) of 2-oxazolines. POx with methyl or ethyl side groups
are nonionic, non-toxic water-soluble polymers exhibiting stealth properties, whereas
side groups longer than propyl or aryl segments provide increased hydrophobicity to the
polyoxazolines [26–29]. Numerous seminal research papers have reported the design of
amphiphilic POx-based drug delivery systems, exploiting their hydrophobic core as a
matrix for the confinement of curcumin (CUR) [4], indomethacin (IND) [30], paclitaxel
(PTX) [31], doxorubicin (DOX) [32], dexamethasone (Dex) [33], cabazitaxel (CAB) [34], and
etoposide + cisplatin [35], among others.

Hitherto, only a few studies have utilized POx as a matrix for the encapsulation and
delivery of antihypertensive drugs [36–38]. Sartan medicines (losartan, valsartan, candesar-
tan, irbesartan, olmesartan, telmisartan, eprosartan, azilsartan) comprise the most recent
class of antihypertensive therapeutics acting on the renin–angiotensin system [39–42]. Sar-
tans as therapeutics suffer from hydrophobicity. A process to increase their bioavailability
could be their encapsulation into POx, which is a totally unexplored research path, to the
best of our knowledge.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is an alternative, not fully explored
characterization technique to illuminate the design and drug encapsulation efficiency of
polymeric nanocarriers, by thorough examination of the micelle structure and polymer–
drug intermolecular interactions [43,44]. Our previous works underlined the importance of
NMR spectroscopy, which was the instrument to prove that the level of interaction between
the polymers and the drug influenced the stability, encapsulation efficiency (%EE), and
drug release kinetics of the studied systems [45,46].

In the present work, we developed a novel drug delivery system by encapsulating
losartan potassium (LSR) into a biocompatible and non-toxic poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)-
grad-poly(2-phenyl-2-oxazoline) (PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28, where the subscripts denote
wt.% composition of the components) GC and examined the intramolecular and inter-
molecular interactions between the polymer and the drug using NMR spectroscopy. The
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
nanocarriers (20 wt. % and 50 wt.% concentration of LSR in the mixture) were prepared
using the thin film hydration method (TFHM). An extensive physicochemical characteri-
zation was conducted using dynamic and electrophoretic light scattering (DLS, ELS) and
attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy to assess the
size, the surface potential, and the structure of nanoassemblies and nanocarriers (referred
in the text as PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50%
LSR nanocarriers). The nanoassemblies and nanocarriers were studied in fetal bovine
serum (FBS) to gain insight into the protein–polymer and protein–nanocarriers interactions.
The physical stability of the nanocarriers was examined over a certain period of time using
DLS. The encapsulation of LSR into the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies was
investigated through ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis), ATR-FTIR, and NMR measurements in
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aqueous solutions. Particularly, experiments on 1H-NMR, correlated (2D COSY), Over-
hauser effect (2D NOESY) and diffusion-ordered (2D DOSY) spectroscopy were performed
to explore the intramolecular interactions between the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and
LSR, and to discover the self-diffusion coefficients D of the nanocarriers. Moreover, tem-
perature studies of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC were pursued in the range 25–80 ◦C
using 1H-NMR spectroscopy to trace the mobility of protons located in the hydrophobic
gradient micellar core. Lastly, the drug loading (DL%) and %EE indexes were calculated by
means of UV-Vis spectroscopy, followed by the ultrasound-triggered release of LSR from
the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The following materials were used in our study: Losartan potassium (LSR, 99.8%,
Rafarm, Athens, Greece), ethanol (EtOH, 99.9%, Sigma-Alrdrich, Athens, Greece), water for
injection (WFI, 99%, Sigma-Alrdrich), phosphate-buffered saline tablets (PBS, 98%, Sigma-
Alrdrich, Athens, Greece), deuterium oxide (D2O, 99%, Sigma-Alrdrich) and fetal bovine
serum (FBS, Sigma-Alrdrich, Athens, Greece). The synthesis of PMeOxz-grad-PPhOxz GC
was performed using 2-methyl-2-oxazoline (MeOxz, 98%, Sigma-Alrdrich, Athens, Greece)
and 2-phenyl-2-oxazoline (PhOxz, 99%, Sigma-Alrdrich, Athens, Greece) as the monomers
and methyl p-toluenesulfonate (C8H10O3S 98%, Sigma-Alrdrich, Athens, Greece) as the
initiator.

2.2. Preparation of Self-Assembled PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 GC

The synthesis of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC was performed by cationic polymer-
ization and it has been described in detail in a previous work [30]. Due to the amphiphilic
character and the gradient molecular structure of the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 copolymer,
its solution behavior was studied in aqueous solutions at a polymer concentration of C =
10−3 g/mL using the TFHM. Specifically, 5 mg of the GC were firstly dissolved in EtOH
(stock solution) and allowed to stand overnight for polymer dissolution at the molecular
level. After 24 h, the copolymer stock solution was transferred into a flask and placed in a
rotary evaporator for the efficient evaporation of EtOH until a thin film of each polymer
was formed around the inner part of the flask. When the thin film was formed, 5 mL
filtered WFI was added to the flask and stirred until the entire thin film was dissolved. The
concentration of the aqueous stock solution was 10−3 g/mol.

2.3. Preparation of LSR-Loaded PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 Nanocarriers

The PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR
nanocarriers were also prepared using the TFHM. In particular, an appropriate amount of
LSR was dissolved in EtOH to prepare 20 wt.% and 50 wt.% concentration of LSR in the
final copolymer/drug mixture. After 24 h, the copolymer and LSR stock solutions were
mixed in the appropriate amounts. Then, each copolymer–drug mixture was transferred
into a flask and placed in a rotary evaporator for the efficient evaporation of EtOH until
a thin film of each copolymer and LSR was formed around the inner walls of the flask.
Finally, 5 mL filtered WFI was added to the flask and stirred until the entire thin film
was dissolved. The concentrations of the aqueous stock solutions were 10−3 g/mol. All
copolymer and drug-loaded solutions were filtered through 0.45 µm pore size filters and
allowed to stand overnight for equilibration before measurements.

2.4. FBS Interactions with PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 GC and LSR-Loaded
PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 Nanocarriers

The mixtures of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20%
LSR and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers with clarified FBS were pre-
pared in filtered PBS using two protocols based on different polymer dilution to FBS and
different FBS:PBS ratios. The copolymer and copolymer-drug stock solutions were pre-
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pared with direct dissolution in PBS at a concentration of 3 × 10−3 g/mL for both protocols.
According to the first protocol, 50 µL of each diblock was mixed with (a) 3 mL FBS:PBS
(1/9 v/v) ratio and (b) 3 mL FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v) ratio. The second protocol included the
mixing of 100 µL sample with (a) 3 mL FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) ratio and (b) 3 mL FBS:PBS
(1/1 v/v). All FBS-copolymer mixtures were filtered through 0.45 µm pore size filters and
allowed to stand 1 h for equilibration before DLS measurements.

2.5. Drug Loading and Encapsulation Efficiency Calculations of LSR

The percentage of LSR incorporated into PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR and
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers was estimated by UV-Vis (Perkin-Elmer,
Lambda 19 spectrophotometer, Waltham, MA, USA) spectroscopy.

%DL is the amount of drug loaded per unit weight of the micelle/nanoparticle, and is
calculated by the amount of total entrapped drug divided by the total micelle/nanoparticle
weight. %EE is the percentage of drug that is successfully entrapped into the micelle/
nanoparticle and is calculated by the total encapsulated drug divided by the total drug
added. %DL and %EE indexes were calculated using the following Equations:

%DL = [encapsulated drug/total nanoassemblies weight (initial)] × 100 (1)

%EE = [encapsulated drug/total drug added (initial)] × 100 (2)

2.6. Ultrasound Release Studies

The release of LSR from PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies was studied in
WFI in an ultrasonic bath sonicator for approximately five hours. Particularly, 5 mL of
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers were added in a dialysis bag of 3.5 kDa
MWDO. Afterwards, the dialysis bag was inserted into 100 mL filtered WFI and placed
in a SOLTEC, SONICA 3300ETH-S3 ultrasonic bath. Aliquots of the samples were taken
from the external solution at specific time intervals and each time the aqueous solution
was restored to its initial volume, so that the reservoir conditions remained constant. The
amount of LSR released at different time intervals, up to 5 h, was determined using UV-
Vis (Perkin-Elmer, Lambda 19 spectrophotometer, Waltham, MA, USA) spectroscopy at
λmax = 225 nm.

2.7. NMR Samples Preparation

For NMR studies of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC, the solution was prepared by
direct dissolution of 2 mg of the copolymer in 0.7 mL D2O.

The PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers were prepared by TFHM in
D2O solutions by dissolving 1 mg of the copolymer in 1 mL D2O. The partitioning of the
drug in PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies was studied by adding an appropriate
amount of LSR (to prepare 50 wt.% concentration of LSR) into the final copolymer–drug
mixture.

2.8. Methods
1H-NMR spectroscopy studies of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers

were conducted on an Agilent (600 mHz) NMR spectrometer operated by Vjnmr soft-
ware with a 5 mm HCN cold probe. Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as the internal
standard and D2O as the solvent. Furthermore, 1H NMR spectra were recorded with
65,536 points, 90◦ pulse, 10 s relaxation delay and 32 repetitions. 2D COSY, NOESY and
DOSY experiments were performed on 600 MHz NMR spectrometer. Specifically, NOESY
spectra were recorded at different mixing times with 4096 × 200 points, 1 s relaxation delay
and 32 repetitions per spectrum. The DgcsteSL_cc sequence was used to record DOSY
spectra with 65,536 points, 1 s relaxation delay and 16 repetitions. 24 gradient strengths
between zero and 60 gauss/cm were used. Chemical shifts are referenced with respect to
the lock frequency and reported relative to TMS. Temperature studies of PMeOxz72-grad-
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PPhOxz28 GC were performed on a Varian 300 (300 mHz) spectrometer. The composition
of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC was reported in a previous work [30].

DLS measurements were carried out using an ALV/CGS-3 Compact Goniometer
System (ALV GmbH, Siemensstraße 4, 63225 Langen (Hessen), Germany) equipped with
an ALV-5000/EPP multi-tau digital correlator of 288 channels and an ALV/LSE-5003 light
scattering electronic unit for stepper motor drive and limit switch control. Moreover, a JDS
Uniphase 22-mW He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) was used as the light source. All figures exhibited
in the manuscript are from averaged measurements at 90 degrees, (five measurements per
concentration/angle). The cumulants method and CONTIN software were used in order
to perform the analysis of autocorrelation functions. All solutions were filtered through
0.45 µm hydrophilic PTFE filters (Millex-LCR from Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) before
measurements.

ELS measurements were pursued on a ZetaSizer Nanoseries Nano-ZS (Malvern In-
struments Ltd., Malvern, UK) equipped with a 4-mW solid-state laser at a wavelength of
633 nm and a fixed backscattering angle of 173◦. The obtained zeta-potential (ζpot) values
are the average values of 50 runs, utilizing the Henry approximation of Smoluchowski
equation after equilibration at 25 ◦C.

UV-Vis absorption spectra of LSR and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers were
recorded between 200 and 600 nm wavelength using a Perkin Elmer (Lambda 19) UV–Vis–
NIR spectrophotometer (Waltham, MA, USA). The LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
nanocarriers were diluted to get an absorbance value of less than 1. It is notable that the
absorption at 260 nm is related to the presence of LSR and not of the copolymer based on
measurements on the pure components.

Mid-infrared (IR) spectra of LSR, PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and LSR-
loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers were recorded in the region 550–4000 cm−1

on a FTIR spectrometer (Equinox 55 from Bruker Optics) equipped with a single reflection
diamond ATR accessory (DuraSamp1IR II by SensIR Technologies).

ATR-FTIR spectral peaks of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies: v (cm−1) =
2820–3050 (-CH-), 1639 (-C=O-), 1517–1335 (-N-CH2-), 1335–900 (-C-N-), 815–560 (aromatic
C-H).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis and Molecular Characterization of PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 GC

The synthetic procedure and molecular characterization of the amphiphilic PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 GC is outlined in the study by Milonaki et al. [30]. The molecular charac-
teristics are exhibited in Table 1 and the chemical structures of the copolymer and LSR are
presented in Scheme 1.

Table 1. Molecular characteristics of the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC.

Sample Mn a

(g/mol)
Mn b

(g/mol) Mw/Mn
b % PPhOxz a

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 4900 5200 1.14 28
a Determined by 1H-NMR in CDCl3.; b Determined by SEC in CHCl3 using polystyrene standards.
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Scheme 1. Chemical structures of (a) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC synthesized by cationic poly-
merization and (b) LSR.

3.2. Physicochemical Characterization of PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 GC

A detailed overview of the size, shape, surface charge and chemical structure of the
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC is provided using DLS, ELS and ATR-FTIR physicochem-
ical techniques. Based on the literature, the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC solution in
water exhibited three populations that differ in size, i.e., the unimers, the micelles and
the aggregates [30]. The DLS data in the size distribution plot of Figure 1a, are in good
agreement with other scientific reports [30,42]. Particularly, Figure 1a reveals the existence
of three different populations in size and intensity, presumably corresponding to free GC
chains (Rh = 3 nm), micelles (Rh = 13 nm) and aggregates of larger size (Rh = 96 nm). The
intensity weighted distribution of the latter was found to be the most prominent. The
presence of unimers is presumably linked to the low molecular weight of the copoly-
mer and its gradient structure. Previous studies have demonstrated that copolymer
chains involving some mixing of the monomers tend to exhibit relatively low aggregation
tendencies [43,44,47–50]. The formation of large aggregates is possibly related to the gradi-
ent structure of the copolymer chains that maximize the exposure of hydrophobic PPhOxz
segments to water, thus enhancing the hydrophobic interactions of micelles. Likewise, the
quite polydisperse (PDI = 0.48) population of large aggregates may be attributed to the gra-
dient structure of the copolymer which imposes some spatial constrains in the arrangement
of macromolecules leading to better defined nanostructures. The hydrodynamic radius (Rh)
and size polydispersity index (PDI) values of the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC formed
in aqueous media at C = 10−3 g/mL, pH = 7 and 25 ◦C are summarized in Table 2. The
ζpot potential values of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC in aqueous solutions were around
zero (Table 2) according to ELS measurements, because of the absence of net charges on
nanostructures’ surface.

The ATR-FTIR analysis of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies certified their
chemical structure in aqueous media. In particular, the ATR-FTIR spectrum of the nanoass-
emblies presented in Figure 1b), reveals several characteristic absorption bands of the
expected molecular structure of the material. The peaks at 2820–3050 cm−1 and 1639 cm−1

are attributed to the stretching vibrations of aliphatic C–H region and carbonyl C=O group
in the amide functionality of both monomeric units. The peaks centered at 1517–1335 cm−1,
correspond to the asymmetric stretching vibrations of the N−CH2 groups on the polymer
chain. In addition, the peaks located at 1335–900 cm−1 are referred to the C-N stretching
bond vibrations in the amide moieties and finally the peaks at 815–560 cm−1 to the aromatic
C-H out-of-plane bending vibrations of the phenyl groups of the monomeric units.
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Figure 1. (a) Size distribution from Contin of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC at 90◦ in aqueous solutions using the TFHM,
(b) ATR-FTIR spectra of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies in aqueous solutions using the TFHM.

Table 2. DLS and ELS results for the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 copolymer and LSR-loaded
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers in aqueous solutions.

Sample Rh
a (nm) PDI a Intensity a (a.u) ζpot

b (mV)

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28

4
13
96

0.48 721 +4

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20%
LSR

12
117 0.29 979 +2

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50%
LSR

10
59 0.43 2,444 +1

a Determined by DLS at measuring angle 90◦; b Determined by ELS at measuring angle 90◦.

3.3. Physicochemical Characterization of the LSR-Loaded PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28
Nanocarriers

DLS, ELS, ATR-FTIR, and UV-Vis studies were performed to determine the physico-
chemical characteristics of LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers and to ex-
amine the drug encapsulation into the structure of the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassem-
blies. The chemical structure, amphiphilic character and biocompatibility of PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 GC contribute to the efficient encapsulation of antihypertensive LSR, which
also consists of aromatic rings and amide groups, similarly to the GC. The measurements
were performed at 10−3 g/mL copolymer concentrations, pH = 7, and 25 ◦C. A comparison
of size distributions of bare PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and LSR-loaded
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers prepared by TFHM is provided in Figure 2a. DLS
data of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR
nanocarriers reveal the formation of micelles and aggregates. The presence of hydrophobic
LSR possibly alters the aggregation behavior of the GC/drug mixed systems, resulting in
the formation of aggregates that may be considered as hyper micellar nanostructures. In
particular, the size distribution plot of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR nanocarriers
in Figure 2a (red line) exhibits two populations at Rh = 12 nm and Rh = 117 nm, suggesting
the formation both of micelles and aggregates. Significantly, the peak assigned to GC/drug
micelles is considerably more intense and narrower than the bare GC micelles (Figure 1a),
implying the formation of more well-defined drug/polymer nanostructures after 20 wt.%
LSR encapsulation into PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies. The second population
assigned to GC/drug aggregates is shifted to slightly higher Rh values (Rh = 117 nm) and
appear quite less pronounced compared to bare GC (Rh = 96 nm) aggregates, due to the
hydrophobic drug molecules that increase the hydrophobic character of the mixed GC
nanostructures.
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Figure 2. Comparative (a) size distributions from Contin of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and LSR-loaded
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers at 90◦ in aqueous solutions, (b) ATR-FTIR spectra of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28

nanoassemblies and LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers in aqueous solutions prepared by the TFHM.

Similarly, the size distribution plot of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocar-
riers depicted in Figure 2a (blue line) denotes the formation of micelles (Rh = 10 nm) and
aggregates (Rh = 60 nm). As LSR concentration increases to 50%, the aggregation behavior
of the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers changes dramatically, resulting
in the formation of smaller aggregates compared to PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR
nanocarriers and bare GC. Apparently, the lipophilic nature of LSR alters the structural
characteristics of the GC/drug mixed assemblies by modulating the organization of the
polymeric components [51–54].

In addition, DLS data evidenced a significant increase in mass (based on determined
scattered intensity from the solutions studied) of the LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
nanocarriers, implying a successful encapsulation of hydrophobic LSR into the PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies, and manifested some detectable changes in the structural
characteristics of the GC/drug nanostructures in comparison to the GC alone. Nevertheless,
the GC/drug mixed aggregates still have sizes in the nanometer scale, which make them
suitable candidates for drug delivery applications.

After loading negatively charged LSR to the GC/drug mixed assemblies, the ζpot val-
ues of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR nanocarriers and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 +
50% LSR nanocarriers slightly decreased. The values of Rh, PDI, scattered light intensity
and ζpot of the LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers formed by TFHM in
aqueous media, are summarized in Table 2.

The LSR encapsulation into the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies was also
examined by ATR-FTIR and UV-Vis measurements. A comparison of ATR-FTIR of neat
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
nanocarriers prepared by TFHM is provided in Figure 2b. A significant increase in ATR-
FTIR intensity peaks is noticed in the case of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR (red
line) and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers (blue line) compared to
bare nanoassemblies, denoting significant structural changes in the GC/drug system.
Specifically, the notable increase in ATR-FTIR intensity peaks in the 1335–900 cm−1 and
815–560 cm−1 regions, is probably related to C-N stretching vibrations and C-H of the LSR
aromatic ring. Likewise, new characteristic peaks of LSR (green annotations) are clearly
observed in the ATR-FTIR spectra of the nanocarriers. In Figure 2b, the appearance of
a new characteristic absorption peak at about 1566 cm−1 is correlated to C=C stretching
modes which are attributed to the phenyl rings and also to secondary amine N-H bending
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vibrations of LSR. All data confirm the existence of LSR in the mixed GC/drug aqueous
solutions.

Only a few conclusions can be drawn regarding the UV-Vis spectra of Figure 3, due to
the chemical similarity between PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 and LSR. Figure 3 presents the
UV-Vis spectra of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR (black line) and PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers (red line) prepared by TFHM in aqueous solutions along
with the corresponding spectra of LSR in ACTN. In line with literature data, the biphenyl
ring of LSR and the phenyl group of PPhOxz exhibit maximum absorbances at about
260 nm wavelength [55–59]. However, the increase in the UV absorption of PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers at 260 nm is related to the presence of LSR and not
of the GC.

Figure 3. Comparison of UV-Vis spectra for LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers.

3.4. FBS Interactions with PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 GC and LSR-Loaded
PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 Nanocarriers

The stability of AmGCs nanoassemblies in serum media is vital to their use in drug
delivery, where dilution after intravenous injection usually induces micellar disassembly
and drug unloading [60,61]. In the present context, the FBS was chosen as the serum media
and the physicochemical characterization of the GC and GC/drug mixed assemblies was
repeated, to test if the recurring chemical/physical interactions of the nanostructures with
the FBS components induce any changes to their identity.

FBS is commonly known to simulate the physicochemical conditions of blood, con-
taining diverse proteins, mostly bovine serum albumin (BSA) (approximately 2.5 mg/mL).
Particularly, DLS stability studies of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and LSR-
loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers in FBS solutions were performed to detect
possible alterations of their physicochemical characteristics in terms of size, PDI and
scattered light intensity. The physicochemical characteristics (Rh, PDI, Intensity) of bare
FBS, PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and protein-GC mixtures are summarized in Table 3,
while the properties of LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers and protein-
GC/drug mixtures are gathered in Table 4. The protocol 1 (mixing of 50 µL sample with (a)
3 mL FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) and (b) 3 mL FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v)) for the preparation of protein-GC
and protein-GC/drug mixtures is denoted in Figure 4b,c and Figure 5b,c, and the protocol
2 (mixing of 100 µL sample with (a) 3 mL FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) and (b) 3 mL FBS:PBS (1/1
v/v)) in Figure 4d,e and Figure 5d,e.
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Table 3. Physicochemical characteristics of bare FBS, PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and protein-GC
mixtures obtained from DLS measurements based on the protocol used for their preparation. Data
for Rh denote multiple peaks.

Sample Protocol Rh (nm) PDI Intensity (a.u)

FBS - 4
30 0.51 5760

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 PBS 9
150 0.40 440

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + FBS:PBS
(1:9 v/v) 1 7

74 0.51 861

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + FBS:PBS
(1:1 v/v) 1

2
8.5
84

0.50 3012

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + FBS:PBS
(1:9 v/v) 2

2
8

65
0.52 751

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + FBS:PBS
(1:1 v/v) 2

3
10
60

0.52 2970

Table 4. Physicochemical characteristics of LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers and
protein-GC/drug mixtures obtained from DLS measurements based on the protocol used for their
preparation. Data for Rh denote multiple peaks.

Sample Protocol Rh (nm) PDI Intensity (a.u)

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR
PBS

29 0.43 271
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR 12 0.3 141

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28+ 20% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:9 v/v) 1

3
9

78
0.46 1032

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:1 v/v) 1

3
11
82

0.47 1061

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:9 v/v) 2

2
8

77
0.49 1019

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:1 v/v) 2

3
9

82
0.47 964

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:9 v/v) 1

3
10
77

0.50 653

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:1 v/v) 1

3
11
97

0.52 3051

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:9 v/v) 2

3
12
96

0.50 672

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR +
FBS:PBS (1:1 v/v) 2

3
10
86

0.51 2974
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Figure 4. (a) Comparative size distributions of bare PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies in PBS and bare FBS and
intensity size distributions of (b) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) using protocol 1, (c) PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 +FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v) using protocol 1, (d) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) using protocol 2 and (e)
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v) using protocol 2.
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Figure 5. Comparative size distributions of (a) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR, PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50%
LSR nanocarriers and bear FBS, (b) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR + FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) and PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR + FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) using protocol 1, (c) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR + FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v)
and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR + FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v) using protocol 1, (d) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20%
LSR + FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR+FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) using protocol 2, (e) PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR+FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v) and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR + FBS:PBS (1/1 v/v) using
protocol 2.
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The intensity size distributions of bare PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies in
PBS (black line) and bare FBS (red line) are presented in Figure 4a. Accordingly, Figure 5a
presents the intensity size distributions of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR (black
line) and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers (red line) in PBS. The size
distribution plot of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC in PBS media (Figure 4a, black line)
reveals the existence of an intense peak at 9 nm and of a relatively less pronounced peak
at 150 nm which are attributed to micelles and large aggregates, respectively. In contrast
to water solutions (Figure 1a), the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC forms mainly micelles
in PBS, as a small percentage of the aggregates is evident in the size distribution plot of
Figure 4a (black line). However, large aggregates are not observed in the comparative
size distributions of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
+ 50% LSR solutions (Figure 5a) in PBS, which appear symmetrical and monomodal,
indicating the participation of all chains in the formation of micellar nanostructures. The
different size distributions in water and PBS solutions may be attributed to the differing
pH and ionic strength of PBS, which perturb the solvation state of polymeric chains since
ions are present in the solution [62,63].

The great heterogeneity of proteins in FBS elicited a bimodal size distribution with
peaks at 4 nm and 30 nm, underlying the existence of BSA at low values of Rh and
aggregates, respectively. The characteristic peak of BSA in most DLS distributions of
Figures 4 and 5 is attributed to unbound proteins. After 1 h of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
incubation with FBS, DLS stability studies evidenced a coexistence of free proteins and
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies (Figure 4b–e). No major interactions between
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and FBS (for both protocols) are reported, as
the overall size (Rh) of the nanoassemblies remained almost constant before and after
mixing with serum proteins. Likewise, after mixing LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
nanocarriers with serum components, free proteins, micellar nanostructures (of decreased
size in the case of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR) and aggregates were formed
(Figure 5b–e), implying weak interactions with FBS.

In terms of scattered light intensity (Tables 3 and 4), a significant decrease in FBS is
noticed when comparing protein-GC and protein-GC/drug mixtures using both protocols
at 3 mL FBS:PBS (1/9 v/v) ratio, implying a mass decrease of initial FBS aggregates in most
cases due to the presence of the GC nanostructures.

All data manifested weak interactions between FBS, PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nano-
assemblies and LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers. Collectively, DLS
observations support the idea that PMeOxz hydrophilic chains shield PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 GC against massive protein absorption and particle agglomeration.

3.5. Physical Stability of LSR-Loaded PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 Nanocarriers over Time

The physical stability over time of LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 solutions
was assessed by measuring their size and mass for a period of 23 days using DLS. The Rh
and scattered intensity measurements (from cumulant analysis) versus time of LSR-loaded
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers are juxtaposed in Figure 6. The PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR (Figure 6a) and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers
(Figure 6b) do not exhibit significant Rh fluctuations indicating stable mixed nanostructures,
while slight variations in scattered intensity are present within 23 days. Specifically, the Rh
of both nanocarriers was steeply increased on the 3rd day, translated as a significant initial
growth in the size of the mixed nanostructures (by 65 nm and 21 nm for the PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR and PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers, respectively).
Both nanocarriers retained their size after the 3rd day up until the 23rd day, implying the
formation of rather stable nanostructures. Notably, the mixed GC/drug solutions exhibited
great long-term stability, as no visually detectable (with naked eye) drug precipitation
was observed in a period of one year. Apparently, the corona formed by the hydrophilic
PMeOxz segments of the GC effectively stabilized the resulting nanostructures.
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Figure 6. Scattered intensity and Rh measurements (from cumulant analysis) versus time obtained
from DLS of (a) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 20% LSR and (b) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR
nanocarriers in aqueous solutions.

3.6. NMR Studies

A plethora of NMR techniques was utilized for the structural elucidation of GC and
LSR and the verification of the successful loading of LSR into the GC/drug solutions.
Structural identification of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and LSR have been reported in
previous publications [30,58]. The 1H-NMR spectrum for the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 +
50% LSR nanocarriers in D2O in Figure 7, shows the distinct proton signals of LSR clearly
(red letters), corroborating its successful loading in the polymeric nanocarriers. Notably,
broader proton signals of the LSR phenyl group arise in positions 8–9 and 10–11, compared
to those exhibited in previous studies utilizing different copolymers [45,46], implying
stronger hydrophobic interactions between the phenyl group of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28
and phenyl ring of LSR. The chemical shifts of LSR proton signals in the presence of
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies, PnBA30-b-POEGA70 [46] and PEO-b-PCL [45]
micelles are gathered in Table 5, reflecting its great molecular flexibility and the different
extent of interactions with different copolymers.
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Figure 7. 1H-NMR spectrum for the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers in D2O solutions, where the black
letters denote the protons of the copolymer structure (a–g), the red letters point to the LSR peaks and the symbol * refers to
the solvent D2O.

Table 5. 1H-NMR chemical shifts of LSR in the presence of: (a) PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassem-
blies, (b) PnBA30-b-POEGA70 micelles and (c) PEO-b-PCL micelles in D2O solutions.

1H-NMR Chemical
Shifts (ppm)

Protons of LSR
Structure

(a) Proton Signals of
LSR in PMeOxz72-

Grad-PPhOxz28

(b) Proton Signals of
LSR in

PnBA30-b-POEGA70

(c) Proton Signals of
LSR in PEO-b-PCL

H1 0.70 0.63 0.63
H2 0.90 1.13 1.22
H3 1.90 1.32 1.32
H4 2.41 2.43 2.43
H5 4.34 4.35 5.12

H6 (OH) 5.08 - 5.4
H7 - 5.11 4.35

H8–H9 6.76 6.78 6.78
H10–H11 6.91 6.93 6.93
H12–H13 * 7.45 7.45
H14–H15 * 7.38 7.19
Reference D2O: 4.69

* Presumably these peaks are overlapped with those of copolymer assigned as g1–g4.

The internal structure of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and LSR moieties was con-
firmed by 2D-COSY measurements though intramolecular interaction analysis between
their segments. The 2D-COSY spectrum of the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR
nanocarriers is presented in Figure 8. The cross peaks, noticed between the protons of the
GC and the protons of LSR in the 2D-COSY spectrum in Figure 8, signify the intramolecular
interactions and the structural elucidation of GC and LSR.
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Figure 8. 2D-COSY spectrum of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers in D2O solutions, where the black
letters (a–g) denote the protons of the copolymer structure, the red letters point to the LSR peaks and the symbol * refers to
the solvent D2O.

2D NOESY experiments on PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers fol-
lowed to study the spatial vicinities and intramolecular/intermolecular interactions be-
tween the GC and LSR. Little evidence for the intermolecular association was obtained from
the 2D-NOESY spectrum of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers (Figure 9a)
in D2O solutions, due to the intrinsic difficulty in separating signals from protons of the
phenyl groups of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies and LSR. However, Figure 9a
clearly shows cross peaks between the phenyl ring of LSR with the phenyl group of PPhOxz.
Also, the butyl chain of LSR displays eminent correlations between the phenyl group of
PPhOxz and methylene group of PMeOxz, respectively. Particularly, the phenyl ring of LSR
(10–11) is in spatial proximity with the phenyl group of PPhOxz in position g5 while the
methylene of LSR, in position 3, is in spatial proximity with the phenyl group of PPhOxz
(g5) and the methylene group of PMeOxz (c,d), indicating that the hydrophobic interactions
are mainly exerted by the biphenyl ring of LSR and the phenyl group of PPhOxz. Figure
9b illustrates the approach of LSR towards PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies.
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Figure 9. (a) 2D-NOESY spectrum of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers and (b) schematic illustrating
the interactions of LSR in PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies. The black letters (a–g) denote the protons of the
copolymer structure, the red letters point to the LSR peaks and the symbol * refers to the solvent D2O.

The PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers were further characterized us-
ing 2D DOSY experiments to determine the self-diffusion coefficients D, detect the presence
of assemblies and probe the association of the drug with the nanoassemblies. Diffusion
experiments displayed in Figure 10 confirmed the association of LSR with PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28. The black arrows depicted in Figure 10 denote the protons of the copolymer
structure and the red arrows point to the LSR peaks. Specifically, a triple series of traces
with medium (D = 0.85 × 10−10 m2 s−1) and high constants (D = 4.25 × 10−10 m2 s−1)
are evident and may be related to the diffusions of unimolecular copolymers and LSR,
respectively. Presumably, the trace with the highest constant (D = 4.25 × 10−10 m2 s−1)
suggests a rather high exchange between the free and the micelle-bound state of LSR.
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Figure 10. 2D-DOSY spectrum of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers. The black letters (a–g) denote the
protons of the copolymer structure, the red letters point to the LSR peaks and the symbol * refers to the solvent D2O.

3.7. 1H-NMR Temperature Dependence Studies on PMeOxz72-Grad-PPhOxz28 GC

Additional 1H-NMR studies over a wide range of temperatures were conducted to
reveal the mobility of protons during micellization. The 1H-NMR spectrum of PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 GC at three different temperatures is displayed in Figure 11. The 1H-NMR
peaks of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC presented in Figure 11, are shifting to lower field
regions with increasing temperature. The half-width of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 proton
signals is decreased, while their integrated intensity gradually increases from 25 ◦C to
80 ◦C, implying the enhanced mobility of the protons.

The temperature-independent PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 pseudo-diblock copolymer
contains a not entirely hydrophobic core, due to the presence of hydrophilic MeOxz
segments integrated in the core domain. Thus, heating may cause an increased fluidity
of the core domain, inducing water penetration in the PhOxz-rich domain and further
increase of proton mobility.
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Figure 11. Comparison of 1H-NMR spectra of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC at various temperatures. The red, green, and
blue letters refer to the protons of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC at 25 ◦C, 55 ◦C and 80 ◦C, respectively.

3.8. Encapsulation and Ultrasound Release Studies

The non-invasive nature, safety and low cost of ultrasound-mediated release experi-
ments conducted on polymeric nanocarriers contribute to controlled delivery of therapeu-
tics, while in parallel reducing the unwanted side effects of traditional therapies [64–66].
Specifically, ultrasound penetrates through a vast number of different tissues triggering
both mechanical and thermal phenomena. Additionally, ultrasound enhances drug release,
visualizing the target during the therapeutic process [33]. Consequently, the ultrasound-
triggered release behavior of LSR from PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies was
studied by means of UV-Vis spectroscopy.

The stable in serum solution of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers
was handpicked for the investigation of release kinetics, mainly due to the increased
concentration of hydrophobic LSR (50%). The %DL and %EE indexes were calculated using
Equations (1) and (2) and are summarized in Table 6. The relatively high value of %EE
underlies an efficient loading of LSR into the gradient core of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28.
Possibly, the similarity in the structural characteristics of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 and
LSR (in terms of phenyl groups), as well as the GC structure and copolymer composition,
favors the incorporation of amphiphilic LSR into the structure of nanoassemblies.

Table 6. Drug encapsulation and release characteristics of LSR loaded in PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28

nanoassemblies in water.

Sample %DL %EE %Maximum Release Amount of LSR

PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 +
50% LSR nanocarriers 12 87 45

The cumulative drug release percentage vs. time is provided in Figure 12 for the
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 + 50% LSR nanocarriers. Based on UV-Vis results of Figure 12,
an initial burst release of LSR is observed at the first fifteen minutes, followed by a con-
tinuous slow release of LSR, within five hours, without reaching a plateau. The initial
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burst release of LSR may be attributed to a small amount of the drug incorporated within
hydrophobic-hydrophilic domains at the interface of the micelles, whereas the continu-
ous slow release may be related to a larger amount of the drug encapsulated into the
hydrophobic PPhOxz domains. The relatively low delayed LSR release (Table 6) implies
that a significant portion of the encapsulated LSR is tightly bound to the PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies.

Figure 12. Release of LSR from PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies in aqueous media under
sonication.

4. Conclusions

Highly stable drug-loaded biocompatible nanocarriers were formed by encapsulation
of LSR into an amphiphilic PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC through TFHM. A wide range
of techniques was applied to study the physicochemical properties of the synthesized
nanocarriers.

The physicochemical behavior of the nanoassemblies, as well as their drug encap-
sulation and drug release properties, were found to depend on the gradient molecular
structure of the GC. Specifically, the presence of hydrophobic LSR molecules in the GC
altered the structural characteristics of the GC/drug mixed assemblies by modulating the
organization of the polymeric components.

Moreover, FBS interactions with PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and LSR-loaded
PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers manifested a good stability of the nanoassem-
blies and GC/drug mixed assemblies into a simulated biological environment, endorsing
the idea that PMeOxz hydrophilic chains shield the GC nanoassemblies against protein ad-
sorption and agglomeration. According to DLS stability studies, the LSR-loaded PMeOxz72-
grad-PPhOxz28 nanocarriers exhibited substantial long-term physical stability over time
suggesting highly stable GC/drug mixed systems for a period of 23 days.

1H-NMR measurements further verified the existence of LSR in PMeOxz72-grad-
PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies in D2O solutions. 2D-COSY, 2D-NOESY, and 2D-DOSY ex-
periments confirmed the internal structure of the PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 GC and LSR
moieties, and supported the successful encapsulation of LSR into the micelles. The presence
of hydrophilic PMeOxz segments in the gradient core of nanoassemblies induces an in-
creased fluidity of the core matrix, especially upon heating, thus causing water penetration,
resulting in increased proton mobility.

The similarity in the chemical structures of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 and LSR (in
terms of phenyl groups), as well as the GC structure and copolymer composition, con-
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tributed to a significant value of %EE (87%) for LSR into the nanoassemblies. The relatively
low LSR release (45%) implied that a significant amount of the encapsulated LSR is strongly
attached to the hydrophobic domains of PMeOxz72-grad-PPhOxz28 nanoassemblies.

The current study presents an overall physicochemical evaluation of an amphiphilic
GC and biocompatible drug-loaded nanocarriers, including NMR measurements. The
aggregation behavior of the nanoassemblies is drastically regulated by the presence of hy-
drophobic drug molecules, while GC/drug intermolecular interactions are clearly evident
in the system.
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